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 North Indian Sufi Popular Music
 in the Age of Hindu and Muslim
 Fundamentalism
 Peter Manuel / John Jay College, and the CUNY Graduate Center
 In the last fifteen years the North Indian music scene has been enlivened by a prodigious vogue of self-described Sufi music. The styles and s b
 genres of this movement are diverse, encompassing such entities as repack
 aged or rearticulated forms of traditional qaww?li and Punjabi song, the
 now-familiar category of Sufi rock, and such less-probable idioms as Sufi
 classical khy?l and tappa, and, in the realm of dance, Sufi kathak and bharat
 natyam. Similarly, the vogue has accommodated performers of disparate
 motivations, backgrounds, and religious orientations.
 In accordance with its diversity and complexity, the Sufi music movement
 can be seen from a variety of analytical perspectives, including as a local ef
 florescence of a global Sufi music fad, a revival of a hoary Indian tradition of
 pluralism and tolerance, or a bourgeois appropriation of a subaltern idiom.
 In this article, while discussing these considerations, I wish in particular to
 foreground the movements relation to two broad developments in modern
 Indian society that have intensified in the last decade. One of these develop
 ments is the exponential growth of the Indian bourgeoisie, as precipitated
 by economic liberalization policies enacted since the early 1980s and more
 general processes of globalization. As is often noted, the explosion in wealth
 of the new elite has largely bypassed the majority of Indians, reinforcing
 the effective existence of two Indias: one, an India of computers, five-star
 hotels, and elegant, even monumental shopping malls and office buildings,
 and another, the India of the remaining eighty percent, of grinding poverty
 and toil, largely untouched by the heady economic boom in Bangalore, South
 Delhi, and elsewhere.
 The second broad development is the continuing intensification and
 entrenchment of the Hindutva socio-political movement, which champions
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 Hindu pride and power primarily by demonizing Indian Muslims (who consti
 tute some twelve percent of the population, overwhelmingly of lower classes).
 In recent years the vigor of the movement has been evidenced variously in
 the political power of right-wing Hindu parties in Maharasthra, Gujarat, and
 elsewhere, the vows by leading Hindu politicians to wage a "holy war" in
 which Islam is "brought to its knees" (e.g.,Hindustan Times 2007:12) or in
 such events as the massacre?at once convulsive and officially orchestrated?
 of some two thousand Muslims that occurred in Ahmedabad in 2002 (see
 note 5 below). In the realm of music culture, manifestations of the Hindutva
 movement would include the way that a number of cassette-based regional
 folk-pop singers I discussed in my 1993 book Cassette Culture have since
 hitched their musical careers to the BJP (the Hindu-based Bharatiya Janta
 Party); it would also encompass the desecration, during the Gujarat pogroms,
 of the tomb of leading Muslim classical vocalist Faiyaz Khan (1880-1950)
 in Baroda. Meanwhile, in contrast, liberal elements of the newly flourishing
 bourgeoisie have cultivated a fresh interest in and celebration of the syncretic
 and composite aspects of Indian culture and music; they have also promoted
 a renewed commitment to "secularism" (which in the Indian context implies
 tolerance and religious pluralism rather than opposition to religion). Hence,
 for example, North Indian classical music has continued to be explicitly
 lauded as an exemplary site of communal harmony and collaboration.
 Traditional Sufi Music in North India
 As the audience for classical music remains relatively small, at least as
 important a site of celebrated syncretism is represented by the various kinds
 of Sufi music that flourish in North India at present, in very distinct forms
 and contexts. Sufi music can be categorized as either traditional or modern.
 In North India, the most familiar kinds of traditional Sufi music are the group
 qaww?li and the s?fi?na kal?m (Sufi poetry) sung (typically solo with in
 strumental accompaniment) in regional languages, especially Punjabi, Sindhi,
 Kashmiri, and Gujarati. Most important of these genres in the Hindi-Urdu belt
 are qaww?li and, in places like Delhi with large Punjabi communities, Punjabi
 s?fi?na song. Qaww?li itself flourishes in a variety of sub-styles and contexts,
 including film qaww?li, secular stage qaww?li (especially in the form of spicy
 male-female duets), the concert or stage qaww?li of international stars, the
 qaww?li performed at private elite weddings and parties, and, most quintessen
 tially and relevantly here, the strictly Sufi (or"s?fi?n?") qaww?li of the dargah
 or saint's shrine. (See Qureshi 1987 and 1999 for discussion of some of these
 sub-genres.) Given qaww?li's original and archetypical spiritual orientation, a
 complex tension exists between its devotional form of the shrine milieu and
 the other sub-genres, whose forms and contexts may be thoroughly worldly,
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 and which need not be considered in this article. S?fi?na qaww?li in North
 India is primarily associated with the Chishti sect,1 in whose shrines it can be
 heard on Thursday evenings throughout North India, as well as daily in more
 important dargahs such as that of Nizamuddin Auliya (1238-1325) in New
 Delhi. Qaww?li is also a core feature at the annual (urs or death-anniversary
 commemorations at such shrines.2
 S?fi?na qaww?li has long been celebrated as a quintessential examplar
 of Hindu-Muslim artistic syncretism. Indeed, so thoroughly local is qaww?li in
 form and content that it could be said to illustrate the problematic nature of
 the concept of syncretism, implying as it does, the blending of two or more
 distinct sets of elements. Qaww?li texts, whether in Urdu, Hindi, Persian, or
 combinations of these, decry sectarianism, ritual, and orthodoxy, and praise a
 transcendent, personal devotion to God, the Sufi saints, or the prophet. A typi
 cal expression of this sentiment in Punjabi qaww?li/k?fi verse is Bulle Shah's
 verse: "Break the mosque and break the temple, break what can be broken,
 but don't break the human heart, the place where God lives." While most
 modern qaww?lis are in Urdu, basic to the repertoire are songs in Persian and
 in early Hindi attributed to Nizamuddin Auliya's devotee, poet and musician
 Amir Khusrau (1253-1325), such as his evergreens "Chh?p tilak sab chin re
 more naina mil?ke" (You've taken everything by meeting eyes with me) and
 "Bari mushkil hai dagar panghat ki" (Difficult is the path to the riverbank).
 The traditional qaww?ls (qaww?li singers) attached to Nizamuddin Auliya's
 dargah?the qaww?l-bachhe (literally, "children [of] qaww?ls") of the ex
 tended Nizami family tracing their lineage to Amir Khusrau?participate, as
 did their saint, in Hindu-based vernal Basant Panchami celebrations, while
 qaww?ls elsewhere are frequently invited to perform for various Hindu fes
 tivals and Hindu weddings. Meanwhile, in terms of style and structure, there
 are no distinctively Muslim aspects of qaww?li, which freely or loosely uses
 melodies based on Hindustani r?gs, as well as tunes associated in other con
 texts with Hindu occasions; the qaww?l-bacche, for example, sing songs set to
 the standard melody in rag K?fi, in dipchandi t?l, associated with the Hindu
 vernal Holi festival, with texts speaking of Nizamuddin Auliya himself play
 ing Holi. Hindu devotees and visitors are commonly estimated to constitute
 around one third of those who attend Chishti shrines, especially during 'urs
 festivities when qaww?li is featured. Further, S?fi?na qaww?li has traditionally
 accommodated Hindu performers. The most celebrated of these in recent
 memory was the now deceased duo of Shankar-Shambhu, who, despite being
 Hindu, performed regularly at 'urses and sang many memorable qaww?lis,
 in the most erudite Urdu, about Chishti saints. More recently, other singers
 of Hindu backgrounds in Delhi include songstress Prabha Bharti and Dhruv
 Sangari.
 In this contemporary milieu of polarizing Hindu and Muslim fundamental
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 isms, traditional qaww?li's popular support has been potentially vulnerable
 to erosion from both Hindu as well as Muslim sides. Orthodox Islamic neo
 fundamentalists, primarily Deobandis and Tablighi Jamaat3 followers, have
 traditionally opposed qaww?li, both for its overt and sensuous musicality
 and for the syncretism it embodies and espouses. Conversely, as might be ex
 pected, Hindu fundamentalists for their own reasons would discourage shrine
 attendance by their brethren, and the socio-musical impact of Hindutva has
 been overt in places where violence has occurred. In Gujarat, many dozens
 of Muslim shrines, including that of revered poet Wali Dekhani (d. ca. 1707),
 were destroyed during the 2002 massacres.4 While Ahmadabad is not a cen
 ter for qaww?li, local qaww?li did traditionally take place at some of these
 dargahs. One prominent Ahmedabad qaww?l told me that since the massacre
 he has no longer been invited to perform at Hindu festivals, as qaww?li, he
 feels, has tended to become seen as an exclusively Muslim music genre, rather
 than a shared tradition of a composite culture (p.c., Farooq Nawab Qaww?l,
 January 2007). Another Ahmedabad music promoter told me how the state
 government had rejected his proposal to host a festival promoting communal
 harmony at a shrine complex, insisting instead that the festival be held at the
 ancient Hindu site of Champaner. An officiant at one dargah told me how
 he felt his tradition was under attack from both sides, with Hindu extrem
 ists demolishing saints' shrines in Gujarat while Saudi fundamentalists were
 bulldozing them in their own country.
 On the whole, however, what recurred repeatedly in my conversations
 with qaww?ls in Delhi, Ba?aras, Kolkatta, and elsewhere in 2006-07 was the
 sentiment that the dargah and stage qaww?li scenes were continuing more
 or less unchanged, and that neither Hindu nor Muslim fundamentalism had
 exercised any particular impact on shrine attendance and the qaww?li milieu.
 One prominent Delhi qaww?l, Abdul Hamid Sabri, insisted that he often saw
 Deobandis attending his performances, and that he had in fact been getting
 more state-sponsored stage shows a few years earlier when the BJP had been
 in power in the city (p.c.,January 2007, Delhi). In general, the dargah scene
 seems to be continuing much like the North Indian classical music scene,
 as a resilient island of communal harmony more or less impervious to the
 antagonisms polarizing society at large. Instead, what seemed more striking
 in the discourse of dargah qaww?ls?a theme to which I will return?is the
 extent to which with a very few exceptions, just as they are largely untroubled
 by the advent of Hindutva, so do they remain inexorably and infelicitously
 embedded in the economically stagnant side of the "two Indias." Like the
 lower rung of Punjabi s?fi?na singers, traditional qaww?ls have been bypassed
 by the economic revolution animating the new bourgeoisie. While praising
 the spirituality of the dargah or the traditional Punjabi village, they subsist
 on the most meager earnings and are largely unsuccessful in their attempts
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 to advance to more lucrative stage, wedding, and film qaww?li scenes due
 to their deficient education in English and, in some cases, even in Urdu, and
 their general lack of cosmopolitanism, middle-class connections, marketing
 savvy, and musical innovativeness. (See Johnston 2000 for an expansive and
 insightful ethnography of contemporary qaww?ls in Hyderabad, South India.
 Also see Qureshi 1987.)
 The rich tradition of Punjabi Sufi song and poetry reflects some parallels
 with the qaww?li scene. The tradition can be said to have commenced with
 the devotional, proto-Sufi poetry of Baba Farid (1173-1265), the chief disciple
 of Khwaja Qutbuddin Bakhtiar Kaki, who established the first Sufi center in
 Delhi in 1221. It reached particular heights in the mystical poetry of Shah
 Hussein (1538-99), and Bulle Shah (1680-1757), whose verses (primarily
 kafi, a lyric genre) have been sung by Punjabis of all creeds for centuries. As
 with qaww?li, performers include a substantial network of semi-professional
 singers of purely local visibility, as well as a handful of artists who are in
 much demand for stage concerts, such as Abida Parveen of Pakistan (who
 also sings Urdu and Sindhi songs), Hans Raj Hans, and the Wadali Brothers.
 As most Punjabi Muslims emigrated to or remained in Pakistan after Partition,
 Punjabi Sufi music in India has flourished with only an insubstantial presence
 of actual Muslims themselves. However, Punjabi culture is quintessentially
 composite, and popular settings of Bulle Shah's "Ghunghat Chuk" (Lift your
 veil) and "Tere Ishq Nach?yan" (Your love has made me dance) have con
 stituted familiar evergreens for Indian as well as Pakistani Punjabis and are
 cherished as jewels of a shared common culture.
 Traditional S?fi?na Music and the
 Anti-Communal Cause
 The Sufi performing arts vogue has constituted one of the more distinc
 tive and lively niches in the culture of urban bourgeois India in recent years.
 One catalyst for its emergence was the extraordinary international popular
 ity of Pakistani qaww?li singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, who before his death
 in 1997 had achieved a global renown comparable to that of sitarist Ravi
 Shankar and generated wide, if generally superficial, awareness of and inter
 est in qaww?li and Sufism. A more important stimulus for the vogue of Sufi
 music in India has been the liberal reaction to the rise of militant Hindutva
 (lit.,"Hindu-ness "). Although present since Indian's Independence in 1947,
 the Hindutva movement surged to unprecedented prominence in the years
 around 1990, with the campaign leading to the destruction of the Babri Masjid
 in 1992 and the numerous accompanying massacres of Muslims in North India
 during that period.5 In response to these events, several progressive urban
 activists and fine arts promoters and performers devoted their energies not
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 only to concerts celebrating communal harmony, but also more specifically to
 the foregrounding or even creation of diverse kinds of Sufi music. Sufi music,
 from traditional qaww?li to newly minted pop genres, came to be celebrated
 to an unprecedented degree for its emphasis on transcending sectarianism.
 In subsequent years, the rise of orthodox and occasionally militant forms of
 Islamic neo-fundamentalism in India (as elsewhere) lent further impetus to
 the educated classes' interest in Sufism insofar as it could represent a form
 of "soft Islam" in a period of otherwise hardening and polarizing religious
 camps.
 One aspect of the Sufi music vogue has been the staging of concert
 festivals featuring performers of traditional qaww?li, other Sufi genres, and
 Hindustani music. The first of these events, "Anhad Garje" (The Roar of the
 Infinite), was presented by Sahmat, a New Delhi-based non-profit collective
 of progressive artists and cultural activists, a few months after the destruction
 of the Babri Masjid.6 Led by activists M.K. Raina and Rajan Prasad, Hindustani
 classical singer Shubha Mudgal, and singer and film professor Madan Gopal
 Singh, the Sahmat festivals became yearly events staged in Delhi, Mumbai,
 Ahmedabad, and other sites throughout the North. Rajan Prasad testified to
 the eagerness of Hindustani music performers to lend their support:
 By 1992 the country was really in a dangerous place, so thanks to M.K. [Raina]
 we got classical artists to come and perform and preface their performances with
 a statement, whatever they wanted to say. And there was practically a physical
 fight among artists to get to do this, because everyone wanted to do it. It was
 amazing, (p.c., January 2007, New Delhi)
 Presentation of Sufi performers also became a core strategy for Sahmat. As
 Prasad told me,"Our main thrust has been to foreground the composite cul
 ture, and to say in music, scholarship, and art, that the distinctions between
 religions are not there, to the extent that it's great music or creativity."
 The Sahmat festivals inspired a subsequent series of diverse events. As
 Raina informed me, "Before us there had never been a Sufi music concert;
 now even the BJP does it, Congress Party does it, and even in [Delhi's] Tihar
 Jail they will do a Sufi bhakti [Hindu devotion] concert" (p.c., January 2007,
 New Delhi). Subsequent similar festivals, often lasting two or three days,
 have been staged in a more openly commercial manner by impresario, fash
 ion designer, and filmmaker Muzaffar Ali, whose "Ruhaaniyat" (Spirituality)
 and"Jahaan-e-Khusrau"(The World of Khusrau) extravaganzas have become
 fixtures on the elite cultural calendars of Mumbai and Delhi since 2000-01.
 Sufi performers have also been presented by various NGOs, as well as the
 state-run Indian Council on Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the youth-oriented
 SPIC-MACAY (Society for the Preservation of Indian Classical Music), which
 has broadened its formerly exclusively classical offerings to include qaww?li.
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 All these events have tended to feature the small set of Sufi performers who
 have achieved translocal fame, especially Pakistan vocalists Abida Parveen
 and Allan Faqir (d. 2000), leading Punjabi singers like Hans Raj Hans and the
 Wadali brothers, and top qaww?ls like Jaffar Hussein (now deceased), or the
 Sabri Brothers. Also presented have been Bengali Baul singers,AssameseyY^r
 jari singers, Hyderabadiy?zg?rs, Rajasthani Manganh?rs, and performers of
 Kashmiri and Sindhi Sufi songs. The presentation of some such performers,
 such as the Manganh?rs, as Sufis is relatively new, and naturally inclines them
 to emphasize or add new items in their repertoire, such as the devotional
 favorite from nearby Sindh,"Mast Qalandar."7
 New Forms of "Sufi Music"
 In many ways more remarkable than the presentations of traditional Sufi
 performers has been the emergence, in the last decade, of a whole category
 of artists presenting idiosyncratic forms of self-described Sufi music, in what
 has become something of a minor bandwagon on the North Indian music
 scene. The music sub-genres in question span a stylistic range, and indeed
 have no unifying features except an explicit Sufi orientation, conveyed vari
 ously in lyric content, accompanying iconography, or publicity blurbs.
 One category of new Sufi music comprises the idiosyncratically modern
 ized film qaww?lis that have enjoyed a revival in recent years. Stylized forms
 of qaww?li have occupied a niche in Hindi-Urdu cinema since 1940s-50s films
 like Mughal-e-Azam and Amar Akbar Anthony. Although typically differing
 from traditional qaww?li in their more elaborate ensemble orchestration and
 other factors, they are generically marked as qaww?lis by such musical icons
 as hand-clapping, harmonium, solo-chorus vocal format, and/or picturization,
 which might typically show the backup singers in Muslim-style attire (skullcaps
 and high-collared sherw?ni coats) gesticulating in traditional shrine-qaww?li
 style (see Qureshi 1999). Recent years have seen a renewed vogue of such
 songs, although the most popular ones have no particular musical resemblance
 to any extant form of qaww?li. Instead, they are identified (and subsequently
 referred to) as qaww?lis only through their visual aspects (e.g.,"Ya Ali Madad
 Ali"from Gangster), or devotional Muslim text (e.g.,"0 Sikander"in Corporate,
 which juxtaposes scenes of a qaww?li group with bikini-clad cabaret dancers).8
 Such songs, including Kailash Kher's "Allah Kare,"Rishi Kapoor's"disco qaww?li"
 "Parda hai Parda," and "Mere sath ehalte ehalte" (in the film Hamko Deewana
 Kar Gay?), also circulate independently of films, being played in discotheques
 and widely used as ring-tones. In general, they may constitute examples of the
 Urdu exotica that come in and out of vogue, and are not generally spoken of
 as responses to any broader current sociocultural circumstance, and hence do
 not merit further attention here.
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 The more distinctive forms of new Sufi music flourish independently
 of cinema, disseminated on CD (as opposed to the VCDs associated with
 regional folk-pop), cassettes, and MTV-like shows on television (especially
 ZTV). Much of the music might be characterized as Hindi/Urdu new-age pop
 in its prevailingly soft, lightly orchestrated, non-percussive timbres accompa
 nying singing in a more or less conventional North Indian light style. In this
 category would fall such recordings as The Awakening: Sufi Expressions,
 by classical vocalist Shubha Mudgal, who speaks with some bemusement
 of the way her fairly straightforward (rather than pop-style) vocal track on
 "Main sutti rahiyan" was adorned and remixed by producers to become a
 "disco Sufi" hit, propelling her into a sort of pop stardom she had neither
 anticipated nor sought (p.c., February 2007, New Delhi). Also particularly
 popular in the last decade has been vocalist Kailash Kher, who, aside from
 singing Muslim-tinged film songs like "Allah ke bande" (Allah's servants), has
 released such successful CDs as Sufi Simplified. Although Kher is not of such
 a cosmopolitan, educated, and socio-politically motivated background as Mud
 gal, he can be said to share her vocal agility and her openness to innovative
 accompaniments and arrangements, whether conceived by himself or added
 to vocal tracks by studio producers. In a more purely pop vein are the CDs
 of Rekha Bhardwaj, especially her Ishqa Ishqa (Love Love), in which she
 intones vaguely Sufi-tinged lyrics in her breathy soprano over silky ensemble
 tracks (with an accompanying video of "Sufi kathak"by Manjari Chaturvedi).
 Sufi rock is also now a familiar category on the contemporary music scene,
 represented variously by Delhi group Indian Ocean, Pakistani group Junoon,
 film and indie-pop singer Himesh Reshamiyya, and assorted recordings by
 light-classical vocalists, such as Shafqat Ali Khan's album Sublime Sufi.
 On the neo-traditional end of the spectrum would lie the music of vo
 calist Zila Khan, daughter of late sitarist Vilayat Khan, who specializes in
 relatively straightforward renditions, with light ensemble orchestration, of fa
 miliar qaww?li chestnuts like "Man Kunto Maula" and Amir Khusrau's "Chh?p
 Tilak." While eliciting mixed reactions from musicians, Khan has successfully
 capitalized on her family name, her husky voice, and considerable support
 from record company Music Today and impresario Muzaffar Ali to establish
 a presence on the music scene. Not to be outdone, her brother Shujaat Khan
 has released two CDs, Sufi Songs and Hazaron Khwahishen (Thousands of
 Desires), in which he sings the same Sufi evergreens while accompanying
 himself on sitar. Shujaat's younger brother, Hidayat Khan, has also taken up
 Sufi music. Like Zila Khan, Rekha Bhardhwaj, and Shafqat Ali Khan, a few
 other singers such as Rekha Surya who formerly sang primarily light-classical
 thumri and ghazal have shifted much of their repertoire and promotional
 image to Sufi song.
 Rekha Surya's comments on her adoption of Sufi repertoire may be rep
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 resentative of the approach of several cosmopolitan singers: "I don't think
 of Sufism as coming out of Islam per se. What got me started in it was the
 Gujarat riots, and the idea that I could sing something to try to make a bridge
 between the two communities" (p.c., New Delhi, February 2007). Surya further
 noted that although born a Hindu, she acquired a taste for fine Urdu poetry
 through her upbringing in Lucknow and her apprenticeship with ghazal singer
 Begum Akhtar. As such, she feels more drawn to the rich tradition of Urdu
 and Indo-Persian S?fi?na verse, from Khusrau to Ghalib, than to the standard
 Hindu bhakti fare of Mira Bai and others, which, despite its merits, may seem
 a bit plain and conventional by comparison.
 In cosmopolitan Delhi, with its large Punjabi population, Punjabi Sufi
 music, in both neo-traditional and idiosyncratically modern forms, has come
 to constitute a substantial part of the recent Sufi music activity. As mentioned,
 neo-traditional singers of Punjabi s?fi?na kal?m like the Wadali Brothers
 and Abida Parveen have become fixtures on the circuit of high-profile Sufi
 music stage shows. Other performers have adopted more innovative styles.
 Particularly prominent in recent years has been Sikh-born, Delhi-based singer
 songwriter Rabbi Shergill, whose tuneful, soft-rock setting of Bulle Shah's
 "Bulla ki j?na main kaun" (on the album Rabbi) achieved special popularity
 with the aid of its innovative promotional video aired on local television,
 which provides, in artfully scribbled subtitles, an English translation of the
 text, in which the poet articulates a standard Sufistic transcendent non-sec
 tarianism:
 Bulle, I know not who I am;
 Neither am I among the faithful seen in the mosque,
 nor am I a kafir (pagan),
 I'm neither among the pious nor the sinful,
 I'm neither Moses nor the Pharoah
 O Bulle, I know not who I am.
 A different sort of innovatively eclectic approach to Punjabi Sufi song is
 represented by the aforementioned Madan Gopal Singh, a professor of cinema
 at Delhi University who, in his regular stage shows, sings familiar favorites
 like "Tere ishq nach?ya" while introducing snippets of translated lines from
 Kabir, Rumi, and Bertold Brecht, and tune fragments from John Lennon. The
 new visibility of medieval Punjabi s?fi?na verse, as marketed in diverse styles
 on CDs and cassettes,prompted a journalist to comment: "'Baba Bulla' [Bulle
 Shah] is the biggest cherry on the Sufi pie that urban Indians are gobbling
 like never before as an antidote to twenty years of militancy and communal
 clashes" (Narayanan 2006).
 Many aspects of the current Sufi performing arts vogue are thoroughly
 new and idiosyncratic. During winter 2006-07, alongside various elite-oriented
 productions of traditional and neo-traditional Sufi music, New Delhi's cultural
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 offerings included performances of Sufi kathak dance by Manjari Chaturvedi,
 Sufi tappa (a light-classical genre) by Shanno Khurana, Sufi bharat natyam by
 Raani Shingal, Sufi khy?l by Vidya Shah, and Sufi dholak drumming and Sufi
 dancing presented at a sold-out"Sufi Soul Nite"at the AshokTheatre.
 Most forms of traditional Sufi music were distinguished by conventional
 stylistic traits, whether in the form of qaww?li's hand-clapping and rhythmic
 ebb and flow, or Punjabi s?fi?na song's juxtaposition of long-held notes (e.g.,
 on "Al-la-huuu...") and rapid zigzag or circling melismas. In contrast, the con
 temporary forms of Sufi music and dance do not display any such unifying
 stylistic features. Instead, they are identified as being Sufistic only by their
 lyric content or by extra-musical features such as album covers, liner notes,
 or program announcements, often in the most reductive or naive fashions.
 Hence Vidya Shah's "Sufi khy?l" consisted of a standard classical chhota khy?l
 in rag Chandrakauns using as a text a familiar verse of Amir Khusrau ("Mohe
 apne hi rang men ..." [Mold me in your image]). The allegedly Sufi elements
 in Rama Vaidyanathan's Sufi bharat natyam, performed at the 2005 Jahaan-e
 Khusrau festival, consisted of his wearing white garments and dancing to a
 composition in rag Kirw?ni, which (presumably because of its augmented
 second between sixth and seventh scale degrees) was proclaimed to resemble
 the az?n or Muslim call to prayer (Sharma 2005). Manjari Chaturvedi's Sufi
 kathak is similarly identified as such by the white garments and the emphasis
 on spinning, in Mevlevi fashion, with arms uplifted. Particularly arbitrary has
 been the attribution of Sufi elements to abstract instrumental music, such as
 classical sarod-player K. Shridar's claim that his music is inspired by Sufism.9
 Gurmeet Singh, president of record company Music Today, offered a busi
 nessman's perspective on the phenomenon (p.c.,February 2007, New Delhi).
 The firm, he informed me, has been producing contemporary and traditional
 Sufi music from around 1997 and has since become a leader in the field. Modern
 Sufi music's appeal, he continued, rests largely on its modern, contemporary
 sound, which transcends religion, unlike qaww?li, which is more traditional
 and seen more as strictly Muslim. A CD by Rekha Bhardwaj might be expected
 to sell twenty-five thousand copies, and Zila Khan somewhat less. Five to ten
 videos will be produced annually as promotional entities. Unlike the low-budget
 VCDs of regional pop music that sell in lower-class markets, these videos are
 more akin to MTV productions, aired on television and perhaps included as
 bonus items with CDs. The videos (most of which can also be seen onYou
 Tube) are relatively slick productions. Zila Khan's video accompanying her
 "Man Kunto Maula" is a glossy production showing Khan singing in lip-sync
 in various locales, while a long-haired, fair-complected man (fashion designer
 Rohit"Gudda"Bal) performs a sort of interpretative modern dance behind her.
 Rekha's"Tere Ishq men" video is similarly ethereal, emphasizing blurry images of
 Chaturvedi's idiosyncratic "Sufi kathak," with its obligatory white garments.
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 Critical Perspectives
 Given the complexity of the Sufi music vogue and the diverse styles
 and sub-genres it accommodates, it is not surprising that it has generated a
 considerable amount of debate and commentary, much of it quite cynical.
 Leaving aside the opinions of Hindutva enthusiasts, several of my informants
 in the music world, while acknowledging the integrity and artistry of some
 performers, characterized the phenomenon as having become a commercial
 bandwagon to which a variety of musicians of diverse levels of talent have
 hitched their careers. The various modern Sufi music singers I spoke with?
 including some of those critiqued by others?echoed this opinion, and it
 may be ultimately impossible to distinguish those motivated by commercial
 considerations from those sincerely inspired by Sufism. Clearly, the decision
 of some artists to take up Sufi music has been essentially (and innocently)
 pragmatic rather than spiritual per se; thus one classically-trained performer
 told a student, in a matter-of-fact manner, that just as Hindu bhajans were
 popular a few decades ago, the current Sufi music vogue makes it natural for
 a professional vocalist like him to tailor his repertoire accordingly10 While
 appraisals of artistry are inherently subjective, I myself would share the crit
 ics' opinion that some of the most prominent figures in the Sufi music scene
 have successfully capitalized on the movement to achieve a prominence
 incommensurate with their artistry.
 There need be little doubt that some musicians' disparagement of success
 ful modern Sufi performers may reflect an element of professional rivalry. For
 example, while shrine-based qaww?ls often insist on the spiritual nature of their
 art, shrine singing is pathetically unremunerative, such that many strenuously
 attempt to break into more lucrative performance contexts (see Johnston 2000,
 Ch. 4), and some engage in the most ungentlemanly endeavors to succeed at
 the expense of their colleagues.11 Nevertheless, it is not difficult to sympathize
 with the skilled but aging qaww?l-bacche who remarked to me of a younger,
 well-groomed relative,"He sings alright, but adopts a fake Sufi look that is meant
 to entertain the IIC crowd," referring to the India International Centre, which,
 alongside the more monumental nearby Habitat Centre, is a cultural lodestar
 of New Delhi's cosmopolitan liberal elite. The "Sufi look" has indeed garnered
 its own niche, with MuzaffarAli and others having established "S?fi?na fashion"
 (whose key element appears to be flowing white garments) among elite circles
 Artist Manjeet Bawa offered a typical assessment of the situation:
 Commercialisation of such a revered art form is permissible if the intention is
 good, but most of the time people use Sufism and its high values to foster their
 own interest, that is why you see fashion shows, dance programmes, and many
 other purely commercial ventures exploiting Sufism. It is just another way of
 making money, (in Mukherjee 2002)
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 Shubha Mudgal was one of several vocalists who commented wryly to me
 on the Sufi music boom in which she herself has found herself involved, not
 ing, "The fad has become a way to legitimize a new kind of Hindi pop; pop
 singers just put 'Maula' [Lord] or 'Ali' in and call it Sufi music." Similarly, Dhruv
 Sangari, a New Delhi-based qaww?li singer from a cosmopolitan intellectual
 background, observed,
 The problem with selling or commodifying a niche movement, or a music that
 came out of that movement, is that the context has gone out of the window, so
 anything you do in a certain style can become Sufi, you just say "Allah" or some
 rubbish every now and then, and it becomes Sufi. [One Hindustani vocalist] has a
 CD out now, called Sufi Raab (Sufi Path), and there's nothing Sufi in it, it's just this
 and that rag, but it says "Sufi" just to sell it. (p.c., February 2007, New Delhi)
 A related and commonly voiced criticism is that the Sufi music vogue is
 a shallow urban bourgeois fad whose performers lack any serious or long
 standing engagement with or understanding of genuine Sufi tradition. Veteran
 Punjabi singers the Wadali Brothers remarked,"We've been singing S?fi?na
 kal?m for years. It's only in the last five years that the trend seems to have
 caught on, which only reflects the ignorance of the so-called urban classes"
 (Today 2003). Mudgal, for her part, readily acknowledges the gap between
 educated performers of Sufi song and a mass urban audience largely unfamil
 iar with the tradition: "How do you take something of divine value to people
 who have never experienced it and yet be able to communicate it to them in
 intelligible form?" (in The Hindu 2005). Hence the explicitly didactic nature
 of some productions, such as CDs like Bhupinder Singh's Sufi Kalaam and
 Sahmat's Anhad Garje: Sufi-Bhakti Music, which present spoken introduc
 tions to songs. Further, as I shall note below, some aspects of traditional Indian
 Sufism, including its esotericism and gender-based discrimination, would be
 largely unpalatable to the contemporary Sufi music audience, and from the
 perspective of knowledgeable artists might as well remain obscure. Another
 illustration of the idiosyncratic perspectives of modern listeners might be
 represented by the way that a few have come to revere certain performers
 as saints in their own right. One informant related how Zila Khan, seated
 in a meditative posture backstage after a concert, received a few spiritual
 devotees who (to the disapproval of her tabla player), touched her feet in
 obeisance as if she were zp?r (saint?despite her colorful past including a
 stint in prison on a felony conviction).
 It is also significant that the majority of the modern Sufi music perform
 ers, including most of those mentioned above, are Hindus or Sikhs rather
 than Muslims. Most are of upper-middle-class background, and would be
 unlikely to attend qaww?li sessions at dargahs, where they might have to sit
 in proximity to the assorted beggars, cripples, and unwashed mendicants
 who abound there. (For some Muslims, it is a point of pride that shrines
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 have always been open to the most unfortunate and humble devotees, un
 like the many Hindu temples that exclude untouchables and others deemed
 too ragged or deformed.) Further, as I verified in the course of my fieldwork,
 several of the leading singers are essentially cosmopolitan secular humanists
 with no particular religious convictions. For them, Sufism may have little per
 sonal spiritual significance at all, but is invoked for its aesthetic appeal and
 its socio-politically appropriate message of non-sectarianism and communal
 harmony?or, perhaps, for its current marketability. Ashis Nandy has argued,
 however problematically, that in the political machinations of Hindutva activ
 ists, religion serves less as a faith than as an ideology (1998:330-31), and a
 curious parallel might be drawn with the primarily secular, aesthetic, socio
 political and/or commercial value of Sufism to some contemporary singers.
 The orientation of contemporary Sufi music toward the English- and
 Hindi-speaking upper-class urban audience is also evident in its forms of
 packaging and dissemination. Covers of albums (which are primarily CDs
 selling for the equivalent of three or four dollars) are all in Roman script,
 although song texts are generally in Hindi-Urdu or Punjabi; Rabbi Shergill's
 Punjabi songs are translated into English both in liner notes and the promo
 tional video for "Bulla ki Jana." By contrast, recordings of the more ordinary
 rung of qaww?ls and of regional folk-pop singers consist primarily of com
 mercially marketed VCDs, MP3 discs, and cassettes, sold for around a dollar,
 with titles in Indian scripts, that are marketed in wholly different venues
 from the swank shopping malls where Rekha Bhardwaj's CDs are found.
 The price disparities between such pop Sufi products and their traditional
 counterparts elicit another criticism of the contemporary scene, specifically,
 that so many of its stage presentations take place in elite venues, far from
 working-class neighborhoods, and are priced hopelessly beyond the reach of
 ordinary Indians, including most of those on the dargah scene. Tickets for the
 Ruhaaniyat and Jahaan-e-Khusrau extravaganzas, for example, typically exceed
 what a dargah qaww?l might earn in a few weeks of daily singing, while the
 admission price to a five-star nightclub where one could dance to "disco qaw
 w?li" could easily surpass a year's earnings. For their part, Muzaffar Ali's Jahaan
 e-Khusrau extravaganzas feature gourmet Italian cuisine and are documented
 on DVDs marketed for eight thousand rupees (around two hundred dollars).
 Madan Gopal Singh articulated the contradictions of this situation:
 What is Muzaffar Ali doing? He's pricing his concerts at a thousand rupees, six
 teen hundred rupees, nineteen hundred rupees. He wears designer clothes, not
 suf [wool, the original Sufi fabric]; each kurta [shirt] is about 150,000 rupees
 (approx. $3700). So Sufism escaped from that poverty, and I'm not saying it
 shouldn't have. I'd be very happy if my accompanists got five thousand rupees
 per concert, and they should be getting fifty thousand, but at the same time there
 is a certain loss, a fall, because that music is not available to the people who visit
 the dargahs. (p.c., New Delhi, February 2007)
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 There is no doubt that from the thirteenth century on, many Sufi poets, mystics,
 and performers had connections to courts and nobles, but much of Sufi culture
 remained rooted, as today, in the subaltern milieu of the shrines. By contrast,
 the modern Sufi vogue is on the whole a five-star phenomenon, performed, as
 one commentator observed, for "the city's who's who, sitting on sofas, chatting,
 and tinkling wineglasses." (For those outside the elite, contemporary pop Sufi
 music may be accessed primarily through sources like ZTV on cable television,
 in which it figures prominently)
 Some of the numerous Sufi music concerts have featured lesser-known
 Muslim performers. However, it is inevitable that on the whole, aside from
 selected or "discovered" stars like the Wadali Brothers or Allan Faqir, the
 vogue largely bypasses traditional performers, especially qaww?ls and Pun
 jabi singers, most of whom are of lower-class m?r?s? background and unable
 to adapt or present themselves in a manner suitable for the contemporary
 scene. Obvious parallels exist with the twentieth-century revitalizations of
 North Indian thumri and South Indian bharat natyam, which benefited the
 genres but largely marginalized their traditional courtesan performers.
 On an impressionistic level, this dichotomy was epitomized for me
 when I attended a release function in January 2007 held on the lawn of
 New Delhi's fashionable Claridge's Hotel by Music Today for a promotional
 music video accompanying Zila Khan's CD SarMasti. The event, attended
 by a few hundred members of New Delhi's cultural elite, along with press
 agents and journalists, featured a lavish buffet dinner, speeches by industry
 luminaries and Hindu and Muslim holy men, and a showing of the afore
 mentioned brief video. The evening event could certainly not have been
 staged for less than $5,000. After enjoying some butter chicken, I proceeded
 less than a mile to Nizamuddin Awliya's shrine, where the usual party of six
 or seven qaww?l-bacche was performing, as on most nights, with perhaps
 twenty listeners, and accruing, as I noted, not more than three hundred
 rupees, or about six dollars, in tips.
 A final category of criticisms I heard was that for all the noble intentions
 that may motivate some singers of modern Sufi music, the vogue, rather than
 genuinely enhancing appreciation of Sufism and Muslims or promoting com
 munal harmony, constitutes little more than a tokenism that in fact fetishizes
 and exoticizes Sufism. While popularizing a handful of Sufi poems and songs,
 it trivializes actual Muslims and bowdlerizes Sufism into an amorphous flower
 power sentiment of peace and love that can easily substitute for genuine
 social activism, awareness, or concern. Dhruv Sangari pithily, if hyperbolically
 articulated this perspective:
 The only thing they [many Sufi music fans] like is [pop singer] Brian Adams, so
 when they are pulled away temporarily from their world of Hollywood and Bol
 lywood pop kitsch, anything they hear in the name of cultural tradition seems
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 to exoticize itself into something for them. They think it's wonderful, and it's as
 if they guilt-trip themselves into thinking that they're listening to some prime
 example of Indian tradition ... Like Urdu, Sufi music has been dragged through
 dirt, mud, and cowdung and eventually flushed into the manhole of Bombay ...
 So this Sufism has become something used by the commercial Bombay industry
 to say,"Oh, we love Muslims?but only when they sing qaww?li.'That's the only
 place Muslims have in our society?to write lyrics, sing qaww?li, and be the
 Khan chacha [uncle] in the movie, the typical character who wears a dhoti and
 eventually dies somewhere in the script, and the viewers say, "Oh, he was such
 a great man."The rubbish symbolism, the fake gesture?that's what Sufism has
 become for the masses, just a gesture, (p.c., February 2007, New Delhi)
 As might be expected, however, all these criticisms, while valid to some
 degree, do not do justice to the Sufi music vogue in its complexity and diversity.
 First of all, anyone committed to communal harmony in India can only admire
 the sincerity, energy, creativity, and initiative with which, for example, Sahmat
 activists and performers like Shubha Mudgal, Madan Gopal Singh, and Rajan
 Prasad have sought to foreground Sufi music, in various forms, as a progressive
 response to Hindutva militancy Their activities constitute corollaries to the
 eagerness with which many North Indian classical musicians have lent their
 support to Sahmat concerts dedicated to communal harmony.
 As for the prevailing lack of relationship between modern Sufi music and
 traditional counterparts, for a singer-intellectual like Madan Gopal Singh, the
 genre's freedom from convention and tradition is a liberating and empower
 ing asset rather than an indication of shallowness. As he told me,
 People ask me why am I in Sufi music, and it's because it offers me enormous
 freedom, that no other kind of music gives me. If I'm singing Bulle Shah, I can
 switch to [a song excerpt from] John Lennon, and nobody is hurt. If I were to
 do that with shabd gurbani [traditional Sikh devotional song], they'll issue a
 fatwah against me.(p.c., New Delhi, February 2007)
 The eclecticism of modern Sufi music could be said to have its roots in tradi
 tional qaww?li, which, although stylistically homogeneous, has always accom
 modated songs from diverse origins (including classical and folk music) in
 different languages (especially Urdu, Persian,Arabic, and Hindi). Even Dhruv
 Sangari commented favorably on this aspect of the idiom, referring specifically
 to the style of qaww?li he performs for New Delhi audiences:
 Musically it gives you so much license, you can put in anything you like in qaw
 w?li. It's liberating, I can put in any language, genre, or style, any tune, any song.
 If I'm singing something and I want to thematically imagine another thing I can
 do it, I have that license. But if you sing qaww?li you should know the tradition,
 you respect your master, the style, you follow the tradition and pass it on to the
 next generation. You make your own unique style, of course, but you have to
 know the tradition before you can innovate.
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 By the same token, while Singh praises traditional qaww?ls and Punjabi
 singers, he notes that their effective marginalization in the present scene is
 due less to any audience bias per se than to their inability to modernize, in
 novate, and adapt. His remarks are worth quoting at length:
 In the '90s, what was happening was that Sufi poetry had become the exclusive
 domain of singers from mir?s? [Muslim professional hereditary musician] back
 ground. The music scene in India is changing, but the mir?s? creative imagina
 tion has come to a standstill. It is very beautiful, but it's not developing, and they
 haven't been able to reflectively relate to new technologies. They can mesmerize
 you with their complex t?ns [melodic runs], but they do not have a thoughtful
 relation to the text. By contrast, Rabbi [Shergill] is writing his own poetry, while
 miras?s have no idea of urban balladeering; their music is still rooted in folk tradi
 tion .. .Why am I translating Lorca and John Lennon? I feel like singing Lennon,
 because "Imagine" for instance, is a very relevant song, and Lennon is very close
 to us at one level. So I have to create my melody, my music, my translation. And
 we have to think about new sounds.
 This brings me to the second point, that the m?ras?s have not been able to
 reflectively relate to new technologies. This is happening instead from these
 youngsters who have come from other backgrounds. We can't have a thoughtless
 relationship. There is a lot of music with pyrotechnics in these fly-by-night albums
 that m?ras?s are now producing, but these albums aren't working, there has to
 be some application ... We have to understand the strengths of the m?ras?s but
 we have to bemoan their loss as well. Their energies are fantastic, but they are
 at a standstill. Their music is still rooted in, let's say, an agrarian culture, which
 is lost, (p.c., New Delhi, February 2007)
 In Singh's view, however skilled hereditary musicians may be as interpreters
 of their traditional art forms, they tend to lack the sort of modern cosmo
 politan musicianship and orientation that would enable them to craft an art
 appealing to the modern urban bourgeoisie, whose sensibilities, shallow in
 some ways and sophisticated in others, are so dramatically different from
 those rooted in the shrine or the Punjabi village.
 Interpretive Perspectives
 Aside from disparaging or celebratory views, the Sufi music movement is
 a complex phenomenon that lends itself to a variety of interpretive perspec
 tives. From a diachronic perspective the phenomenon can be seen as a new
 efflorescence of the long-standing, if often marginal, South Asian elite tradition
 of tolerant pluralism and non-sectarianism. Stressed, among other places, by
 Amartya Sen's The Argumentative Indian (2005), this tradition would run
 from an explicitly agnostic Rig Veda hymn, through the religious eclecticism
 of Akbar, to the modern period. Somewhat more specifically, the movement
 represents another chapter in the history of South Asian Sufism, whose social
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 forms and meanings have mutated continually over the centuries. However,
 this new reincarnation is markedly selective in various ways, constituting a
 thoroughly modern invention whose eclecticism is quite distinct from the
 composite aspects of its traditional antecedent. Aside from the eccentric
 devotion to a Zila Khan, it largely dispenses with the quintessentially feudal
 plr-murld (saint-disciple) bond so basic to traditional Sufism, in which the
 devotee offers obeisance to the shaikh or his shrine in the hopes that the
 intercessionary can resolve some worldly problem. The new bourgeois Su
 fism, whether commercial or politically progressive in inspiration, also elides
 the esoteric and even secretive aspects of its traditional counterpart, as well
 as certain practices and beliefs incompatible with modern liberalism. Thus
 irrelevant to the contemporary vogue are the chauvinistic, orthodox, and
 even militant forms of Naqshbandi Sufism that advocated strict and exclu
 sive adherence to Muslim law (sharia), shunned music, and denounced any
 sort of accommodation with non-Islamic practices and beliefs.12 Present-day
 practitioners of traditional Sufism voice their own conservative critiques of
 the contemporary scene, as did Hasan Nizami, hereditary leader of the Hazrat
 Nizamuddin shrine, who stressed that Sufi music should be only for devotion,
 adding, "Women and children are strictly banned from singing Sufi songs
 and both singer and listener must perform wajoo [ritual cleansing] before
 a performance" (in Mukherjee 2002). In the present scene, comments such
 as his serve like a discordant reminder of the legalistic orthodoxy and even
 gender-based discrimination that have existed in traditional Indian Islam,
 including Sufism, and the extent to which modern pop Sufism constitutes a
 recent invention.
 The contemporary Sufi vogue can also be seen as an Indian efflores
 cence of a global?though primarily Euro-American?vogue of Sufism and
 Sufi music. This phenomenon is most visible in the various festivals and
 concerts of international Sufi music, especially those held annually in Fes,
 Morroco. Jonathan Shannon (2003) has written insightfully of how Syrian
 Mevlevi music has been presented on the global stage, and he and Deborah
 Kapchan (2007) have explored how Sufi music has been presented to the
 world beat audience as a beacon of "good" Islam that is at once hybrid and
 seemingly authentic.13 Several South Asian Sufi musicians, in Nusrat Fateh
 Ali Khan's wake, have performed at such international events, and some of
 these events have been held in India itself, such as the Third International
 Sufi Festival in 2005, an Indo-Iranian Sufi concert in 2000, and a four-day
 festival of world Sufi music presented by the ICCR in 2003, all in New Delhi.
 On a smaller scale, Western visitors continue to constitute the bulk of the
 clientele at New Delhi's shrine of Hazrat Inayat Khan (1882-1927), built by
 Dutch devotees and hosting veteran qaww?l-baccha Meraj Ahmad Khan and
 party on Friday evenings.
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 However, the Indian Sufi music movement, while linked and related to
 its world-beat counterpart, is in several respects distinct. First, most of its
 output is aimed at the internal rather than international market. More im
 portantly, in its inspiration it constitutes a response less to a global Islamic
 threat than to the distinctive aspects of the Indian situation, in which an
 aggresssive and chauvinistic Hindutva movement has succeeded in provok
 ing levels of communal violence and hatred not seen since the horrors of
 Partition in 1947. In such senses, the Indian movement represents a entity
 parallel to its global counterpart rather than a derivative efflorescence.14
 Thus, if the world-beat Sufi vogue may tend to exoticize and romanticize
 Sufim and Islam, such processes have their own well-established history in
 modern India, with its own social dynamics. For example, it has often been
 noted that despite Hindu chauvinism, the Urdu language, with its "sweet" and
 courtly image, has tended to predominate in "Hindi" films. As I discussed in
 my Cassette Culture (1993:89-104), the pop ghazal vogue of the 1980s also
 owed much to that genre's ability to evoke, however obliquely, associations
 with the refined Urdu-based culture of the nineteenth-century Lucknow
 naw?bs and courtesans. As with the ghazal vogue, several commentators on
 the modern Sufi music scene, while aware of its exoticizing aspects, regard
 it as an essentially positive development in its valorization, however shallow,
 of Indo-Muslims and their culture. Madan Gopal Singh told me,"Amjad Ali
 Khan [sarod player] kids me about it, saying,'Look what you've started!'Yes,
 people still don't know much about Sufism, and everything goes under the
 rubric of Sufism now. But it's not a bad thing, and I'm not unhappy"15
 Like the 1980s pop ghazal vogue, the Sufi music movement has certainly
 benefited some Muslim traditional performers, but most of its artists and au
 diences have been middle- and upper-class Hindus and Sikhs. In this sense,
 as sugested earlier, the movement could also be seen as another chapter in
 the ongoing bourgeois appropriation of performing arts in modern India, in
 a process that has revitalized genres themselves while marginalizing those
 traditional performers who were unable to adapt. Thus, for example, in the
 mid-twentieth century thumri, a primarily courtesan light-classical vocal genre,
 was sanitized, rearticulated, and elaborated for the bourgeois concert hall by
 new generations of "respectable"performers, while the courtesans themselves
 and their milieu deteriorated (see Manuel 1989). At the same time, liberal
 middle-class reformers revitalized South Indian classical dance, baptizing it
 with the neologism "bharat natyam" and taking it out of the newly problematic
 realm of secular courtesans and their temple-based devad?si counterparts. A
 similar, if less pronounced trend can be seen in the modernization of North
 Indian classical music, whose patronage and performance had earlier been
 overwhelmingly dominated by Muslims. Muslim patrons and performers were
 not unwelcome in the modernization project led by VN. Bhatkhande and VD.
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 Paluskar, but fundamental to that project was the adoption and cultivation of
 Hindustani music by the bourgeoisie?which happened to be predominantly
 Hindu (and later, Sikh).16
 For its part, the current Sufi music vogue, especially in its more progres
 sive socio-political forms, incorporates an explicit solidarity with Muslims
 as custodians of a rich composite culture, and as victims of modern Hindu
 chauvinism. At the same time, given the distinctively bourgeois base of the
 movement, it is inherently oriented toward and dominated by performers
 and audiences of non-Muslim backgrounds. Ultimately, the Sufi music vogue
 illustrates the gap that exists between the two Indias referred to at the begin
 ning of this essay. My informants observed, for example, that Rabbi Shergill,
 with his arty videos and Dylanesque renderings of Punjabi kal?m, is relatively
 unknown in the Punjab itself, instead being popular primarily among cosmo
 politan youth in New Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai, and other cities. Conversely,
 in the elite India, my conversations about the movement with several North
 Indian qaww?ls revealed them to be on the whole neither cynical nor appre
 ciative, but generally indifferent to the phenomenon, as if the flurry of glossy
 videos, new-agey CDs, and earnest socio-political theme concerts constituted
 busy goings-on in that other India, of which they would never know more
 than tantalizing glimpses and media images.
 In recent years, and most notably in the form of Thomas Turino's study
 of Zimbabwean music (2000), scholars of world music have offered fresh
 perspectives on the role of cosmopolitans and the complex and contradictory
 relationships between their cultural activities and those of local subalterns.lt
 should scarcely need pointing out that national elites in the developing world
 are internally heterogeneous in outlook, and may comprise not only cynical,
 clannish, and narrowly self-interested reactionaries but also a cultural intel
 ligentsia endorsing cosmopolitan liberal notions of social justice and plural
 ism. In various countries worldwide, such cosmopolitans have found reasons
 to promote or rearticulate forms of music associated with local minorities
 or lower-class communities. Perhaps most typically, it is a sense of cultural
 nationalism that leads liberal sectors of the elite to celebrate and elaborate, in
 one form or another, such musical genres. Hence, for example,Turino (2000)
 explored the 1980s vogue of electrified mbira-based commercial popular
 music in Zimbabwe, while Robin Moore (1997) has illuminated, among other
 aspects, how avant-garde composers in Cuba sought inspiration in their coun
 try's otherwise disreputable neo-African religious music. For Indian liberal
 bourgeois supporters of Sufi music, the distinctive motivation may represent
 less nationalism per se than a related commitment to social tolerance and
 pluralism, as opposed to a clannish religious chauvinism. It may also, of course,
 represent purely aesthetic or commercial inspirations, generating diverse sorts
 of mass-mediated hybrid musics.
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 Whatever the motivations, the ensuing socio-musical developments il
 lustrate both the affective and ideological affinities that can link local cosmo
 politans to subalterns, and also the social, economic, and aesthetic distances
 between them. Hence, some of my informants dismissed the Sufi music vogue
 for its perceived lack of artistic authenticity and its general lack of impact on
 or relevance to the other India, the poorer eighty percent that encompasses
 the dargahs and, for that matter, the small-town Hindutva chapters. At the
 same time, however, the elite India, however demographically small it might
 be in relation to the rest of the country, commands a disproportionate im
 portance in pan-regional media-based culture and economy, amply evident
 in the amounts of money involved in the contemporary movement. Further,
 despite the opportunism and uneven caliber of much of the musical activity,
 the vogue can also reflect a particular kind of liberal cosmopolitanism and
 sophistication of the new elite. Moreover, while traditional qaww?li has its
 own form of authenticity, qaww?li and the entire dargah world are ultimately
 not meaningful to the new Indian elite, which has its own socio-economic
 milieus and its own aesthetic orientations. This new audience of consum
 ers, numbering in the tens of millions, has its own tastes and commands
 the capital to generate new forms of music, whether kitsch or innovatively
 creative, that are authentic to its own sensibilities.
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 Notes
 l.The Chishti sect was established the early thirteenth century by Khwaja Muinuddin
 Chishti, whose shrine is inAjmer, Delhi became an important Chishti center, especially through
 the renown achieved by Nizamuddin Auliya and his disciple Amir Khusrau, the latter also con
 stituting an important figure in North Indian music history.
 2.The term "Sufi" might quintessentially connote a member of a specific sect who spends
 much of his life as a mendicant in shrines, ideally learning from "apir (saint) and often lost in
 a mystical stupor. In more quotidian circumstances, past or present, one accepting the self
 description of "Sufi" is likely to be a working person of any class background, who considers
 himself or herself a devotee of a particular saint and who reveres the spiritual and/or biologi
 cal descendant of that saint who has established a following at the saint's shrine, typically by
 presenting public discourses and offering private counseling.
 3.The Deobandis constitute a Sunni revivalist movement originating in the nineteenth
 century. Although in some respects modeled on and associated with Sufi orders, they gener
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 ally oppose qaww?li. The Tablighi Jamaat evolved in the 1920s as a grassroots offshoot of the
 Deobandi movement, with a similarly conservative and neo-fundamentalist orientation.
 4.The massacres were precipitated by a fire, evidently accidental in origin, which immolated
 several Hindu militants who were passengers in a train near the station. The state government
 of Chief Minister Narender Modi is regarded as having actively fomented the ensuing pogroms,
 in which the police were at best passive onlookers. After the BJP swept subsequent state elec
 tions, Modi and other party leaders advocated replicating the "Gujarat model" throughout India.
 See, e.g., Human Rights Watch 2002,Varadarajan 2002.
 5. In the latter 1800s a myth arose that the Babri Masjid, built by Mughal conqueror Babur
 in the sixteenth century, had been erected on the site of a temple built on the birthplace of
 Hindu god Rama in Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh. From the late 1980s, leaders of the newly formed and
 empowered BJP party effectively used the campaign to provoke pogroms and rise to political
 power throughout much of North India. See, for example, Srivastava 1991.
 6. Sahmat (the Safdar Hashmi Memorial Trust) is named after a progressive Muslim dramatist
 who was murdered in 1989 by Congress Party thugs.
 7. Ethnomusicologist Shalini Ayyagari relates that although the Manganh?r repertoire has
 long contained Sufi songs, it is only in the last five years that they have begun to sing this
 repertoire on stage and for tourists (p.c., Madison, Wisconsin, October 2007). Manganh?rs and
 Langas, obliged as they are to seek diverse forms of patronage, might present themeselves in
 quite different contexts, as in Eastern European and American festivals and tours of "gypsy"
 music."Mast Qalandar"is also a popular song in Pakistan.
 8. Most such scenes can be viewed on YouTube.
 9.The new cachet attending sacralization of instrumental music extends beyond Sufism, as
 reflected in a recent album by sarod player Ayan Ali Bangash entitled Chords of Devotion: the
 Sacred Ragas lalita Gauri and Tilak Kamod; no explanation is offered as to what is sacred
 about these familiar Hindustani r?gas.
 10. North Indian classical music has not traditionally been associated in any overt or ex
 tensive way with Sufism, although the traditions are not incompatible. Hence, in 1971 I asked
 Shujaat Khan's father Vilayat Khan if he thought of himself as a Sufi, to which he replied that he
 would be honored to be considered such.
 11. For example, I was told that a junior Delhi qaww?l, when asked by a patron how to
 contact a senior singer, falsely replied that the elder had passed away. I heard several accounts
 of such incidents, which, whether true or not, illustrated the spirit of competition and mistrust
 that can afflict the qaww?li scene.
 12. Representative in this regard are the teachings of Shaikh Ahmad Sarhindi (1564-1624)
 and Shah Waliullah (1703-62).
 13. Karim Gillani's paper, "Recreating a New Identity of Pakistani Music: A War Against Is
 lamic Extremism," presented at the 2007 Society for Ethnomusicology conference in Columbus,
 Ohio, is also relevant.
 14. Similarly, in adjacent Pakistan, the current vogue of qaww?li, Sufi rock, and modernized
 Sindhi and Punjabi Sufiana kal?m, from Abida Parveen to Atif Aslam, while not entirely unrelated
 to the global fad, is deeply conditioned by local socio-political dynamics, including the ambiva
 lence of the federal government attempting to balance diverse power groups with conflicting
 views on qaww?li and music in general.
 15. Compare Urdu scholar Shams-ur-Rahman Farooqi's comments on the ghazal vogue: "I
 hate the sort of ghazals people sing nowadays, and the way they sing them, but in spite of that
 I think that this ghazal vogue is a good thing" (in Manuel 1993:102).
 16. See Qureshi (1991) and Bakhle (2005) for further discussion of this process.
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